
Angelo V to release deceptively upbeat acoustic 
EP follow up single ‘Lover’s SOS’ 

Release Date: 23rd August 
Listen to Lover’s SOS 

 

Following the successful launch of his acoustic EP ‘Other Side of 
Fear’, London based pop singer songwriter Angelo V is set to release 
his eagerly awaited follow up single ‘Lover’s SOS’ on 23rd August. 
 

 
 

The song is what he calls a ‘completely different animal’ from his first 
two reggae pop offerings Medusa and Dragonfly. Lover’s SOS is a 
richly melodic pining yet soothing peace bringing admission. 



On the surface it makes you believe it is a sad account of a lonely 
soul without anyone to love yet digging below the surface we find a 
different story; a haunting yet covertly optimistic call for a lover on a 
normally sociable Saturday night. 

Lover’s SOS is about realising how long it’s been since you shared 
your most vulnerable side with anyone while making peace with not 
being able to protect that forever and being totally fine with it. 

“It’s about calling out to the person you haven’t yet met and aren’t 
even sure actually exists but secretly hoping that they do and gladly 
taking that chance because if they do you know they won’t regret it, 
and neither will you. It might just be the best thing you ever had and 
who wants to miss out on that?” explains Angelo. 

This track sees Angelo explore his soulful lead guitar side expressed 
and delivered with intent contributing to the melodic harmonies 
guiding and providing us with hope and optimism throughout. 

Growing up in the hustle and bustle of London, Angelo V was 
surrounded by many successful musicians, inspiring him to take up 

piano, violin and later the guitar. The likes of Bob Marley, John 
Mayer, Fat Freddys Drop and Bruno Mars are a few who 

influence the sound that we hear today.  
 

As well as recording Angelo V has already graced many popular 
stages such as Live Expressions, Gigalum, World’s End, Dublin Castle, 
Upstairs at the Ritzy and Bar 366. Most recently Angelo V played a 

captivating live set at The Distillers, Hammersmith.  
 

His latest single Lover’s SOS will be released on 23rd August and 
available on all major digital outlets.  

 
Support Angelo V on Social Media:  

 
Facebook | Instagram | Twitter 

 
Listen to more of his music:  

 
Spotify | Soundcloud 


